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Catch a sneak preview of 
the new Shatzel Hall. 
►See CAMPUS, page 3. 
Don't kill treat I 
Professor-turned-activist 
Lou Gold details the dan- 
gers of unchecked logging in 
a Tuesday evening speech. 
►■See page 5. 
Campus 
The gay Christian: 
The Lesbian and Gay Al- 
liance, the Campus Crusade 
for Christ and The Naviga- 
tors will present a panel 
discussion on the struggle of 
homosexuals to resolve 
their tendencies with the 
teachings of Christ. 
"Gay's and God: toward a 
better understanding" 
takes place in Kreisher 
Quadrangle cafeteria at 9 
tonight. 
Ferrari    applications 
available: 
Forms are now available 
in order to nominate admin- 
istrative staff members for 
the Michael R. Ferrari A- 
ward in the Faculty Senate 
office, University Book- 
store, the Union information 
desk and the personnel of- 
fice. 
Nominations may come 
from faculty, staff and stu- 
dents. 
A criteria sheet for the a- 
ward is attached to the 
nomination form that is due 
by April IS. 
Local 
Guilty verdict Issued: 
Jeffery A. Hattery of 
North wood has been found 
guilty of Involuntary Man- 
slaughter in the death of his 
7-week-old son. 
Hattery faces a possible 
sentence of five to 25 years 
when sentenced on April 
29th. 
Hattery was previously 
convicted of child endanger- 
ing in an incident which also 
involved an infant. 
State 
He slimed mel 
The Maplewood Board of 
Education in Johnston, 
whose members were 
"slimed" by some graduat- 
ing students with petroleum 
jelly-smeared hands last 
year, have moved to pre- 
vent another commence- 
ment day prank. 
The board decided seniors 
graduating this year will 
receive a diploma cover and 
will be required to pick up 
the diplomas later. Prank- 
sters will be required to ex- 
plain their actions to the 
board. 
About 23 of the 80 graduat- 
ing seniors in 1990 coated 
their hands with petroleum 
jelly prior to shaking hands 
with school dignitaries, in- 
cluding board members, 
during the diploma cere- 
mony. Some students con- 
cealed bottle caps in their 
hands to startle Hand- 
shaking board members. 
Weather 
sunny and warm: 
Today, partly sunny. High 













percent. Thursday, partly 
cloudy with a chance of 
showers. High 60 to 65. 
Chance of rain 40 percent. 
compiled from local and 
wirereporta 
Most BG rapes going unreported 
by Lorl Miller 
city writer 
Reported rapes on this campus 
and others are increasing; 
however, recent surveys indicate 
far more rapes are being com- 
mitted than reported. 
Bowline Green City Police 
received three complaints of rape 
this year and campus police 
received four during the present 
academic year — but these num- 
bers do not accurately represent 
the real number of rapes in Bowl- 
ing Green. 
Many rape victims may seek 
counseling following a rape, but 
police are never tola of the crime. 
Campus and city police do not 
receive statistics from The Link, 
525 Pike St., because Link coun- 
selors are not required to inform 
police officials who they have 
talked to or treated, said Sandee 
Standriff, director of the center's 
Victim Advocacy Program. 
Whereas the police have only 
been told of three rapes this year, 
The Link has received 18 calls 
from victims of rape or sexual 
assault since Jan. 1, Standriff 
said. 
According to an FBI survey, 
nine out of 10 women who are 
raped do not report the incident to 
a law enforcement agency. 
However, police officials urge 
victims to report the crime so 
some type of action can be taken 
against the attacker. 
If rapes are reported "the ra- 
pist can be taken off the street so 
he can't victimize another wom- 
an," said Bowling Green Police 
Chief Galen Ash. 
When a rapist gets away with 
his crime, he is free to commit 
the same crime to different wom- 
en, Ash said. 
Roger Dennerll, director of 
public safety, also urged victims 
to report the assaults. 
"if people do not make us 
aware, we cannot do anything 
about it ... until it happens 
again," he said. 
Many victims may be afraid to 
report the crime because of fears 
and misconceptions about the in- 
terviewing process and treat- 
ment of victims portrayed on tel- 
evision shows or hearsay. Ash 
said. 
However,  these  "horror  sto- 
•O N.wi/Toda Swanion 
Outside Education 
Eleven-year-old Brian Merrltl examines the Intricate details ot one of the many miniature designs In 
the Fine Art Gallery's student exhibit Tuesday afternoon. Merrltt. a fifth-grader at Bowling Green's 
South Main School, was on a field trip with a cltywlde group of talented and gifted students who meet 
weekly. Merrltt said this trip "was the best so far. The designs were really neat and must have took a 
lot of work." 
ries" are incorrect, he said. 
City police officers try to cus- 
tomize interview questions ac- 
cording to the stability of the vic- 
tim and how they are reacting to 
the process, he said. 
Ash stressed making sure the 
victim is as comfortable as possi- 
ble and respecting confidentiality 
as the two most important items 
police officials are concerned 
with. 
Victims sometimes want a fam- 
ily member or a support person 
with them during the interview — 
which is allowed and does not 
cause any problems. Ash said. 
When a victim reports a rape, 
their name does not have to be 
released to anyone, including the 
D See BAM, page 4. 
Volunteers 
help victims 
of rape cope 
The Victim's Advocacy 
Program, available through 
The Link, specializes in 
helping rape victims cope. 
The VAP volunteers are 
trained to make victims 
aware of the options open to 
them and the consequences 
of the decisions they have to 
make. 
The purpose of the advo- 
cates is to lend a helping 
hand when the victim needs 
and wants it, said Sandee 
Standriff, director of the 
program. 
Standriff added the advo- 
cates will not make de- 
cisions for the victim. 
State budget 
cuts will cost 
University 
by James A. Tinker 
editor 
Although Governor George 
Voinovich's budget proposal 
shields higher education from 
drastic cuts, it appears the Uni- 
versity still will lose almost $5 
million in state funding. 
The College of Education may 
get hit the hardest as students 
see the effects of a balanced 
budget through fewer campus 
jobs and larger class sizes as 
part-time teachers are not re- 
nired. 
The governor's plan will axe an 
annualinstructional subsidy that 
includes funds for growth, cur- 
rently a $4.38 million stipend. 
Also on the chopping block is a 
20-year-old grant program the 
College of Education uses in 
training teachers. 
Administrative sources said it 
is premature to announce specific 
University cutbacks, but Univer- 
sity President Paul Olscamp said 
months ago he was expecting 
belt-tightening. 
University enrollment is not 
expected to increase, more likely 
it will decrease. However, the 
governor intends to prevent uni- 
versities from increasing their 
revenue by raising tuition. 
The Board of Trustees would 
only be able to raise the instruc- 
tional and general fees at the 
University by $225 in each of the 
next two years. 
Voinovich's proposal will prob- 
ably be modified by the Ohio 
General Assembly, and education 
officals across the state are plan- 
ning to lobby vigorously in an at- 
tempt to protecthigher education 
funding. 
"It's going to be a pretty excit- 
ing spring in Columbus," said 
Philip Mason, vice president of 
University relations and Ols- 
camp's primary lobbyist. 
Board of Regents Chancellor 
Elaine Hairston said the regents 
will be working closely with the 
Ohio house and senate in the com- 
ing weeks. Hairston said with 
growing enrollments, "we must 
be careful not to put our institu- 
tions in a position of having to 
choose between greater access or 
maintaining academic quality." 
Nevertheless, she added that 
the regents — the gatekeepers of 
Ohio higher education — are ap- 
a See 1UDOIT, page 5. 
Gunshot wound 
kills Bradner boy 
A Bradner boy was found dead 
at his residence at 306 S. Main St. 
in Bradner, Monday evening. 
Brian Faust, 13, was killed by a 
gunshot wound to the head in a 
first floor bedroom of his resi- 
dence. 
No official ruling has yet been 
made but Wood County Coroner 
Douglas Hess said the gunshot 
wound appears to be self- 
inflicted. 
However, the death had not 
been ruled as a suicide or acci- 
dental as of Tuesday. 
The investigation is being hand- 
led by the Bradner Police De- 
partment and and detectives 
from the Wood County Sheriff's 
Department. 
Bradner is located approxi- 
mately 13 miles southeast of 
Bowling Green. 
U.S. to suspend 
allied arms sales 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
The Senate voted Tuesday to 
ban arms sales to Saudi Ara- 
bia, Germany and other U.S. 
allies until they deliver all the 
money promised to help the 
United States pay for the Per- 
sian Gulf War. 
The prohibition, opposed by 
the Bush administration, was 
included in a measure to pro- 
vide $42.6 billion toward the 
war effort. The bill was ap- 
proved 98-1, with no separate 
vote on the arms-sale ban. 
After the vote, the Senate 
debated a measure to provide 
$5.2 billion for war assistance 
to Israel and Turkey, stepp- 
ed-up security by the Secret 
Service and scores of other 
programs. 
The House passed its own 
versions of both bills on 
March 7; the two chambers 
will have to work out com- 
promises before sending the 
measures to President Bush. 
The House approved a 
weaker, unspecified threat 
that "Congress may consider 
appropriate action'' if allied 
aid falls short of promised 
levels. 
Congressional frustration 
with America's allies is high 
because of the huge amounts 
of money at stake. Of $54.5 
billion in promised assis- 
tance, just $25.6 billion has 
arrived, according to the 
Senate Appropriations Com- 
mittee. 
Not one of the six countries 
O See ARMS, page 5. 
Vandalism attack probed 
Women *s studies office in Union hit with graffiti 
by Wynne Everett 
Investigative editor 
Vandals painted "fuck off" with what appears to 
be hot chocolate on the walls outside the women's 
studies offices sometime Monday evening. 
Graduate Fellow Nancy Dillon arrived Tuesday 
morning to find the graffiti dripping from the wall 
along witii a brown, sticky "smiley face" drawn on 
an office door bulletin board. 
The department has been occupying offices on 
the fourtn floor of the Union until they are given 
permanent space in Shatzel Hall, which is now be- 
ing renovated. 
Because no other offices are on the fourth floor 
and it is not a common traffic area, campus police 
believe the graffiti was a deliberate attack on the 
department rather than a random act of vandal- 
ism. 
Campus security has determined the "paint" is 
a chocolate substance that was painted on with a 
brush. 
has lifted fingerprints from the scene but has no 
suspects at this time. 
"For prints to be any good you have to have a 
suspect to match them with," Weekley said. 
Weekley said investigators will interview wom- 
en's studies professors to develop a list of suspects 
to match the fingerprints to, but believes it will be 
very difficult to catch the vandal. 
Women's Studies Assistant Director Lane Aldri- 
dge believes her department has become a target 
for vandals whenever issues of homophobia, sex- 
ism and racism are raised on campus. 
"Topics are discussed in women's studies class- 
es that let people know there are more than just 
white Anglo-Saxon Protestant male heterosexuals 
out there and some people get miffed with that." 
Aldridge said. 
The department sponsored a speech by outspo- 
ken feminist Dagmar Celeste, Ohio's former first 
lady, last week and is planning its annual recogni- 
Q See VANDALISM, page 4. 
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Editorial 
Suntans a steep 
price for beauty 
Beauty, vanity is thy name. 
Shakespeare could not be more relevant now, in 
a time when men and women destroy their skin by 
basking  under the simulated sunlight of tanning 
booths. 
Sunlight contains two types of ultraviolet rays. One 
type tans the skin while the other are longer and burn 
the skin by penetrating deeper into the skin's epider- 
mis. 
Although repeated studies have shown the harmful 
type destroy collagen — a substance which helps the 
skin retain its elasticity — men and women continue to 
worship the almighty 'Sun God'. 
Premature aging, wrinkling and extremely dry skin 
are the results of collagen loss. So while a bronze glow 
may appear to look "healthy" on the outside, the dam- 
age to underlying skin layers may take more than 10 
years before it appears as wrinkles. 
But what are a tew crows feet 10 years in the future, 
as long as we look good now — right? 
This mindset about what constitutes beauty says a 
great deal about the way our society's beauty stan- 
dards have evolved. 
Tanned skin was not always considered beautiful. 
During the Victorian Era pale skin was considered 
vogue and women carried umbrellas to prevent the 
sun's ultra violet rays from burning any part of their 
bodies. 
Currently, however, dark tans and string bikinis 
have replaced palefaces and umbrellas. 
Society does not have to retreat to Victorian Era 
ideals, but our current priorities that "beautiful is bet- 
ter" should be re-examined. 
Until then, we will continue to be an artifical society. 
Campus officials 
ignore condoms 
Lest we are re-living the Victorian age, condoms 
are a sexual accesory of our modern times. Free 
love blossomed in the '60s, but in the '90s, free love can 
be deadly. 
A recent survey discovered that 70 percent of Ohio 
college students are sexually active. A debate at 
Miami University showed how prominent this coital 
activity is. The question that remains is where the ad- 
ministration of Bowling Green State University stands. 
Once again the generation gap is showing. College 
administrations across the state are refusing to supply 
dormitories with condom machines. The reasoning be- 
hind this is that the machines will endorse promiscous 
sexual activity. Whether or not this is true, the fact that 
remains — studentsare sexually involved, despite the 
absence of the condom machines. 
Ideally, administrations take stances promoting re- 
sponsible behavior. But it seems in the cases of the 
condom-machine controversy, their stand is less than 
responsible. Ignoring the fact that 70 percent of stu- 
dents are sexually active is irresponsible. 
True responsibility lies in promoting safe, sexual be- 
havior. Perhaps the administration is prudish when it 
should be prudent. 
Students will continue to have sex — and with the 
threat of AIDS, this can be deadly. The administration 
should take the high road and recognize the true issue 
which is at stake. That of health, not morality. 
Paradoxically, the moral thing to do would be to sup- 
ply dormitories with condom machines. This would ac- 
knowledge the sexual behavior of students, it would 
promote responsibility within that behavior and it 
would send a message that the administration does in- 
deed have the students' best interests at hand. 
Anything less would be irresponsible. 
t«MM   be****    «**s    "At ^t0tJ) pawriM 
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Student voice serves diverse community 
It's not a revolutionary idea, 
but I've always believed positive 
change is made through effective 
communication. This newspaper 
is in the business of communica- 
tion and daily we are tried by the 
difficulties poor communication 
brings. 
The BG News has claimed for 
years to be "an independent stu- 
dent voice" and that holds true as 
much today as ever. The paper 
you hold in your hands, for better 
or worse, is the product of stu- 
dents. We at theJvews are in the 
business because we believe our 
talents lie in journalism. Part of 
that commitment to long hours 
and little or no pay is based on the 
belief that we can make a differ- 
ence. 
You, the reader, can contribute 
to the continued growth and revi- 
Ulization of The News by telling 
me what you like or dislike. What 
you're interested in and what you 
want to read about. The letters 
we receive cover a variety of top- 
ics, but I'm interested in solicit- 
ing constructive criticism of a 
70-year-old Bowling Green tra- 
diUon. 
ft <r <r 
DISPELLING SOME MIS- 
CONCEPTIONS: 
The News receives no funding 
from the University. Students do 
not pay the salaries of our edi- 
tors, writers or photographers. 
Not all staff members are paid. 
Employees usually are not paid 
until their second or third semes- 
ter. Even staff writers, who are 
expected to write three stories a 
week, receive only $250 for the en- 
tire semester. 
Where does the funding come 
from? Like all newspapers our 
primary revenue is through ad- 
vertising. Of course, we are aided 
by the University through the of- 
fice space and free utilities we en- 
joy. 
Staff members are students, 
but we do have five non-students 
who assist us through editorial, 
business, advertising and produc- 
tion advice. University officials 
have no direct say concerning 
what is printed in the paper. Only 
students read copy before it is 
printed. 
Joining The News staff is prob- 
ably one of the easiest avenues on 
campus to gain experience. One 
does not even have to be a jour- 
nalism major. English and visual 
communication technology 
majors regularly serve on the 
newspaper and volunteers are 
always welcome. 
The keys to being a part of The 
Editorial 
keeping 2'" 
]2*r=r5._. -  5JX57X. xrj.^ Errr.£r^\£ 
A FEW WORDS 
ON WORDS : 
This is the Editorial.  Its 
content is the opinion of the 
members of the News' 
Editorial Board.  This is the 
News' official stance on 
issues. 
Letters.   Please tell us your 
major, department, business 
etc.   Include phone number 
and address so we can verify 
information.   Letters are 
subject to condensation. 
Columns do not necessarily 
represent anyone's opinion, 
but the columnists' own. 
Guest columns are 
uncommon, but not 
unwelcome. 
Most other BG News content is 
comprised of photos, news 
stories and anicles. If you have 
a news tip - let us know! 
News are interest, dedication and 
endurance. Applications for fall 
positions will De available in the 
business office beginning April 1. 
Ah, you're wondering how the 
editor is picked. Personally, I 
stuffed cash in the right pockets. 
The process for other editors has 
been more formal. 
The Board of Student Pub- 
lication is comprised of repre- 
sentatives from the journalism 
department, a few students, the 
vice president of university re- 
lations and the editors of local 
newspapers — including The 
Blade. Applicants explain why 
they want to be editor and any 
Elans they may have. Following a 
rief inquisition the editor is an- 
nounced. 
■h <r <t 
Remember that poor commun- 
ication thing? That whatchama- 
callit really depends a lot on 
terms. On more than one occas- 
sion I have heard from a reader 
who is upset with a detail in "an 
editorial." Well, what I can call 
an editorial is often quite 
different from what the reader is 
speaking of. Take a look at the 
diagram and see if we're using 
the same terms. 
ft  ft ft 
We are well aware of the need 
to recycle. Each day we go to 
class we see the copies strewn on 
the floors and peeking from trash 
bins. We don't like it. 
That's why we're glad people 
like Mike Rolfes at environmen- 
tal studies have taken the initia- 
tive in recycling on campus. 
There is a large trailer parked at 
the University Union loading 
dock. All you have to do is take 
your white paper and newspapers 
there, drop them in the boxes in- 
side the trailer. 
We're trying to establish a net- 
work of recycling stations in aca- 
demic and administrative build- 
ings. Some residence halls have 
already begun newspaper recy- 
cling programs. Hopefully, by the 
end of the semester a recycling 
system for all halls will be in 
place for the fall. 
James A. Tinker Is a senior 
news-editorial journalism major 
from Springfield, O. and editor of 
The News. 
Student mourns 
deaths of those 
killed in Gulf War 
Editor The News: 
As most of us congratulate our- 
selves and feel euphoric about the 
outcome of the war in the Persian 
Gulf, I am in mourning. While 
most people speak warmly of the 
low number of casualties, I con- 
tinue to feel there were great los- 
ses that very few speak of. 
I mourn the deaths and can 
only imagine the paradoxical 
feelings of pride and pain, longing 
and sorrow that families of ser- 
vicemen and women feel — not 
only in this country, but in 
Britain, France, Saudi Arabia 
and other places. 
I also don't hear much about 
the pall of grief and suffering that 
families are living under every 
day in Iraq. I am not accusing my 
brothers and sisters in the mili- 
tary, but questioning all of us. 
As a member of the human 
family, I mourn these losses, this 
hardship, and do not feel "pride" 
that I contributed to their plight. 
How can we feel elated at a "Job- 
well-done" when our Job includes 
killing thousands of our fellow 
human beings? 
I also mourn the maiming mat 
seems to have occurred within us, 
in our ability to feel such solidari- 
ty with others who may be from 
another country, religion, race. 
Something is diminished in us if 
we cause such pain and then do 
not see it because of our political 
end, or worse, we do not see it be- 
cause we compare one victim 
(Kuwait) with another (Iraq) and 
say one is more worth our com- 
passion. Are we losing our hu- 
manity? 
Edward A. Dougherty, 
creative writing 
Walking on grass 
causes ugly 'sore' 
Editor The News: 
There's an ugly, open wound on 
this campus! Students, staff, and 
faculty have created a hideous 
sore. It is a growing gash that 
never heals as people cut across 
the lawn between the BA Build- 
ing and Jerome Library. It is a 
growing, widening trail, with two 
grooved tracks and a median 
strip. I predict it will soon reach 
thoroughfare proportions replete 
with signs and exit ramps to an- 
cilliary sidewalks ... and perhaps 
even a mini-strip mall. Or equally 
hideous to contemplate, the path 
will be paved. 
I confess, I helped create this 
ugly sore. I walked the path twice 
last fall to cut the number of steps 
and seconds "saved" by taking 
the so-called shortcut. The side- 
walk route took approximately 
six more steps than the grass- 
killing route. Less than a minute 
of time was saved. 
Few, if any, care about this is- 
sue — the "uglification" of the 
campus. If people cared, they 
would stop using the grass killing 
route or start protesting and 
chanting, "don't be an a..., stay 
off the grass." 
In a small way, with this letter, 
I have registered my protest. I 
will continue to lament the 
thoughtlessness of the lazy path- 
users who make the campus 
Bhysically ugly; to look beyond 
le gaping sore to the more 
fileasant features of the vista 
rom my office; and to hope that 
someone with authority will begin 
the healing process. 
Dennis East, 
assistant dean of libraries 
The BG News 
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Shatters New Outlook 
Face lift completes transition from dormitory's roots 
by Greg Watson 
staff writer 
Shatzel Hall will be open for classes and of- 
fices this fall after a little more than a year of 
reconstruction. 
The reconstruction of Shatzel Hall should be 
completed by mid-April, said Jerry Miller, su- 
pervisor with Mosser Construction, Inc. from 
Fremont. 
The company constructed a new roof, in- 
stalled new windows, plumbing, electricity and 
air conditioning, and tore out two-thirds of the 
building's walls, Miller said. 
"The building was held up by the shores [sup- 
port beams] for a while," said Lance Teaman, 
University associate architect. 
Shatzel, a female residence hall from its con- 
struction in 1924 until the 1950s, will have about 
120 offices and 30 classrooms, study, library and 
other general application rooms, Teaman said. 
The philosophy department will be on the top 
floor, while the second floor will be used for the 
Romance language department and ethnic stud- 
ies, Teaman said. 
German, Russian and other Eastern 
European language offices will be on the first 
floor, he added. 
Faculty from these departments are working 
out of the College Park office building, which 
was built for temporary housing of departments 
displaced by renovations. 
The reconstruction of Shatzel began March 
1990 and should cost $2.9 million. 
While professors and students are preparing 
to move into Shatzel, the reconstruction of 
Overman was completed earlier this semester, 
allowing classes to begin in the-hall. 
Jim Gedert, job supervisor for the reconstruc- 
tion of Overman Hall, said the same process 
was done there. 
"We had to give it a face lift, make it look 
pretty. Gedert said." 
The large amounts of asbestos and mercury 
last spring gave the company the largest prob- 
lems, Gedert said. 
19 Nwrt/Joy Murdock 
(above) Shatzel's main stairwell now sports a two-story window facing out Into the courtyard and 
parking lot toward the University Union, (left) Associate Architect Lance Teaman examines what will 
be the new philosophy resource center on Shatzel's third floor. 
■O M»w»/Jov Murdock 
Tune in to 
WBGU 88.1 FM 
For your chance to win 
a pair of tickets to see 
The Doors' 
Courtesy of WBGU & Woodland Mall Cinema 
"Passport to the World" 




Mon & Tue: University Hall 
Wed&Thu 411 South Hall 
10:15-5pm 
$6 donation 
For more information or to reserve your tickets call 
372-2249 
Attention Advertisers: 
Due to Spring Break 
ADVERTISING DEADLINE 
for the 
TUESDAY, APRIL 2 
BG News 
is 




-si Special (Lailion  of 
The BG News 
WonJay,   .April 1,   1991 
Area merchants will be teaming-up 
once again to offer you ** saving 
coupons and special offers. 
Look for it at all regular BG News 
distribution points the Monday 









uno uno uno  uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno  uno uno 
Ks) is now assembling the 1991-92 Day By Day 
Calendar and we would like your help! 
Design the cover 
Reproducible to 8 1/2 x 11 
One color representotion 
Deadline: April 12 
Please include name, address, 
& phone on each entry! 
Submit some photos 
Black & White Only! 
8 x 10 print 
Deadline: March 22 
Cash prizes will be awarded 
in both categories! 
uno uno uno uno  uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno  uno uno 
WE'VE k GOT THE CURE FOR 
THE SUMMERTIME BLUES! 
Air Conditioning 
Lower Summer Rates 
Heated Pool 
Campus Shuttle 
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS. 
352-9135 
•1        W'-dnosday   Moich 20  1991 THE BG NEWS 
BG ASK U 
"Then is no such whet- 
stone, to sharpen a good wtt 
and encourage a willtoleam- 
ing, as is praise." 
— Roger Ascham 
I want to use the STAR 
•yttem for reglitratloa. How 
can I be tare my phone it a 
touch (one? 
Dear Let Your Fingers Do 
the Walking, 
Hold the phone to your ear 
and press the pound sign. You 
will hear a distinct tone if you 
have touch-tone service. If 
you hear clicks this means 
your service is rotary. 
I know my access code is 
my birth month and day. Is 
there any reason I should 
change it? 
Dear I'd Rather Be Safe 
than Sorry, 
Yes. for security reasons 
and the protection of your 
schedule, you should change 
your access code. You might 
want to use four or five digits 
that you are familiar with 
such as your girlfriend's 
birthday or your house num- 
ber. 
What if I forget my access 
code after I change it? 
Dear Forget Me Not, 
If you forget your access 
code, go to the Registrar's Of- 
fice with a picture ID. You 
will be told your current ac- 
cess number. 
I'd like to register earlier 
than the time on my informo- 
gram. Can I do this? 
Dear Eager Beaver, 
No. You have to adhere to 
the times indicated on your 
informogram. Even if you 
call in one minute early, the 
STAR system will not accept 
your call and you will lose one 
of your three allotted calls. 
What is a wild card and how 
do I get one? 
Dear Poker Face, 
A wild card gives you the 
Xrtunity to make a substi- 
n for a closed course dur- 
ing priority. To get a wild 
card you must ask the STAR 
system to look for other open 
sections, even if you know 
there are none. This is the 
only way STAR knows you're 
eligible tor a wild card. 
I already requested my 
course far Fall '91. Now I 
want different courses. What 
doldonow? 
Dear Preferred customer, 
A new feature has been 
added to the system called 
preferred open. This is the 
third date printed on your in- 
formogram. During this time 
you have the opportunity to 
schedule any course that is 
still open. This feature gives 
you an advantage over people 
who failed to advance regis- 
ter at all. 
I'm planning to go to sum- 
mer school at a university 
near my home. How do I 
know which courses will 
transfer? 
Dear Summer School's 
Cool, 
Using the summer schedule 
from the school you plan to 
attend, select the courses you 
wish to take. Take the course 
titles and numbers to the Re- 
gistrar's Office (110 Adminis- 
tration Building) and com- 
plete a Request for Transient 
Permission Form. 
The request is reviewed 
and if you are in good stand- 
ing, a transient permit will be 
mailed to you. This will indi- 
cate the other university's 
course number and our equi- 
valent. After completing a 
course elsewhere, request an 
official transcript of your 
summer work to be sent here. 
BG aSk U is a serivce of the 
University's academic ad- 
visers 





3 bedroom furnished apartments 
ft •& Construction begins 
Summer 1991 ft ft 
Call 352-0717 for more information 
The Prevention Center 
would like to Congratulate 
their newly selected 
STEP 1 LEADERS 
for 
























SETA wants vegetarian menus 
by Julie Potter 
staff writer 
A recently established animal 
rights group wants a vegetarian 
food One in every cafeteria 
among other changes designed to 
reduce animal killings. 
Students for the Ethical 
Treatment of Animals was 
founded in January by a group of 
students concerned about various 
animal rights issues, Dave Bro- 
din, president of SETA said. 
"We thought that these issues 
were important enough that 
something should be done. EIG ( 
Environmental Interest Group] 
had done a little with animal 
rights issues in the past, but there 
was no group devoted solely to 
animal rights," he said. 
Topping the SETA agenda is a 
campaign to convince Food 
Operations and the Union, to 
carry a line offering only meat- 
free food. 
"Miami University has vege- 
tarian lines in their cafeterias, 
and they are very popular. We'd 
like to get the same thing here for 
vegetarians who want to eat more 
than just salad," Brodin said. 
SETA has compiled institu- 
tional vegetarian recipes that 
serve between 50 and 100 people 
med majors have to take require 
dissection, but we don't think: it's 
necessary for lower-level courses 
to use so many animals," Brodin 
said. 
Possibilities the group is sug- 
Sesting are computer programs 
lat   simulate   dissection   and 
videotapes that show a dissection 
"You don't necessarily have to agree with 
all of the issues we approach in SETA. If 
you're interested in even one aspect of 





by Lori Miller 
staff writer 
Because of the threat of 
rape on college campuses, 
female students are advised 
to take several precautions 
to safeguard themselves 
against possible attacks. 
The University of Michi- 
gan surveyed students of 33 
college campuses and re- 
ported 90 percent of rape 
victims reported they knew 
their assailant 
Most date or acquain- 
tance rapes occur in a party 
setting where alcohol is in- 
volved, said Sandee Stan- 
driff, director of the Victim 
Advocacy Program at The 
Link, 525 Pike St. 
Female students should 
set a limit for themselves 
and be very clear what their 
intentions are before going 
out for an evening, she said. 
Q See PREVENTION, page5. 
and they are encouraging Food 
Operations to consider the 
recipes. 
The group is also promoting 
alternative methods to dissection 
in biology classes. 
"We understand that the high- 
er-level biology courses that pre- 
RAPE  
D Continued from page 1. 
news media, said Barb Waddell, 
campus safety's public informa- 
tion officer. 
Another common misconcep- 
tion rape victims have is thinking 
they will be forced to press crim- 
inal charges against their at- 
tacker, Waddell said. 
Because many victims know 
their assailant, they are against 
pressing charges, she said. 
Victims should also realize a 
rape can be reported several 
months after it occurred — which 
was the case of three of the four 
rapes reported to campus safety 
this year, Waddell said. 
Ash and Waddell both agreed it 
is never to late to report a rape — 
whether it is two weeks or two 
months after the attack. 
Police can still get a possible 
description of the attacker and 
the location and time of the at- 
tack, Ash said. 
There may be a pattern of at- 
tacks on other women or police 
can at least "stake out" the loca- 
tion, he said. 
"We would much rather have 
the victim wait [and report the 
crime] later than not [report it] 
at all,'1 Waddell said. 
The notion that many victims 
fear reporting rapes because they 
know the rapist is a revealing 
being performed. 
"With the videotapes, only one 
animal is dissected and after 
that, no more animals need to be 
sacrificed," Brodin said. 
Another alternative to dissec- 
tion the group is considering is 
models of the animals to be dis- 
sected. 
SETA sponsored an informa- 
tion table in the Math Science 
Building on Tuesday in conjunc- 
tion with today's Great American 
Meat-Out. 
"The Great American Meat- 
Out is a day during which we try 
to convince everyone to kick the 
meat habit for one day and rea- 
lize that there are environmental 
and health benefits to not eating 
meat," Brodin added. 
Other issues the group plans to 
tackle include educating people 
about the inhumanity of wearing 
furs and investigating pet stores 
that are rumored to get their 
animals from "puppy mills", 
Brodin said. 
"You don't necessarily have to 
agree with all of the issues we ap- 
proach in SETA. If you're inter- 
ested in even one aspect of ani- 
mal rights, this is a good group 
for you," he said. 
"If people do not make us aware, we 
cannot do anything about it... until it 
happens again." 
-Roger Dennerll, director of public safety 
fact. According to a University of 
Michigan survey of 35 college 
campuses not only are more 
campus-wide rapes occurring, 
but the majority of them are date 
or acquaintance rape. 
The survey reported 90 percent 
of rape victims know their at- 
tacker and 47 percent of these 
rapes occurred on the first date 
or first romantic situation. 
This is evident in the Universi- 
ty's occurrences of rape. 
Untold crimes continue 
RAPE 
More victims being raped 
by "friends." 
CHICAGO FOR SPRING 
BREAK? 
Yes, WSA is organizing a trip 
to Chicago. 
Leave BG 9am March 27 and 
return March 30, 9pm. 
Costs $25 for lodging & 
transportation 
Van holds 15 people only, so HURRY 
For more info, call Poonam at 
352-6445 (evenings) 
Eighty percent of rape victims 
The link advises know who their 
attackers are, Standriff said. 
While, Waddell said three of the 
four rapes reported to campus 
police were acquaintance rape. 
The Student Health Center 
receives an average of one com- 
plaint of sexual assault or rape 
per week, said Nurse Clinician 
VANDALISM 
Barb Hoffman. 
All of the cases the health 
center have dealt with in the past 
have been acquaintance or date 
rape, she said. 
If a rape victim is treated at the 
health center after being at- 
tacked, the center is required by 
the Ohio Revised Code to tell 
police officials a rape occurred — 
a rule which was recently imple- 
mented in late January. 
However, the center does not 
have to inform police where the 
rape happened or the victim's 
name, Hoffman said. 
The past three years, the num- 
ber of campus rape complaints 
have increased — however, 
police officials are not looking at 
this as a negative setback to 
campus safety. 
An increase in reported rapes 
does not always mean more rapes 
are occurring but rather more 
rapes are being reported — which 
is a somewhat positive step, 
Hoffman said. 
Rape occurrences are not only 
limited to the campus community 
though. 
The sheriff's department, 
which investigates complaints of 
all Wood County residents, in- 
cluding the surrounding rural 
communities, received seven 
complaints of rape in 1990, said 
Deputy Brenda Brenneman. 
G Continued from page 1. 
tion banquet. 
These events may have pro- 
voked someone to attack the de- 
partment, Aldridge said. 
She also said the Lesbian and 
Gay Alliance's upcoming forum 
with Campus Crusade for Christ 
on religion and homosexuality 
may have also spurred vandals to 
graffiti the department. 
This is not the tirst vandalism 
the department has suffered, 
which has heightened concern. 
Office doors were stripped of 
decorations and scrawled with 
anti-gay   epithets   and   threats 
after the National Coming Out 
Day in October 1989. 
Aldridge said she hopes cam- 
pus security will find the vandals 
so she and other professors can 
feel secure in their isolated of- 
fices again. 
"Of course we feel uneasy," 
she said. "We're up here isolated, 
working and you never know 
when it is someone on a whim or 
some crazy who will really do 
something violent." 
Weekley said campus security 
will increase patrols of the wom- 
en's studies offices to ensure the 
safety of people working there. 
ft VOTE ft 
^mSlDFnV 
BG's Favorite Things 
Okay teenbeats! Here's your chance to settle those classic late night debates once and for 
all. Where's BG's favorite weekend hot spot? Who's BG's fave hip rockers? And last but 
not least, which all-important bank machine BG's fave money hut? The Insider present... 
BG'S FAVORITE THINGS. 
Here's your chance to stand up and be counted. Let everyone know 
WHAT IS COOL. Please vote for only one fave in every category. 
FAVORITE BAR -dfiL 




• Specialized in IBM • 
Student Discounts Available 
FOR SERVICE CALL 
354-1247 
Danny Co ta.... Technician 












FAVORITE GAS STATION. 
FAVORITE LOCAL BAND. 
FAVORITE CONVENIENCE STORE  
FAVORITE BANK MACHINE (give location). 
FAVORITE FAST FOOD  
FAVORITE LAUNDROMAT  
FAVORITE HAIR SALON  
FAVORITE RESIDENCE HALL 
Ballots must be returned to THE INSIDER. BG News Office, 
210 West Hall, by 5 p.m., Friday, April 5, 1991. 
ULTRASONIC 
TESTING COURSE 
[Technical and industry bound students, 
ECHOTECH CORPORATION will 
conduct it's U.T. qualification course in 
the TOLEDO area. Possible field entry- 
level to industrial non-destructive 
testing. 
CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR, 40-HOUR 
session March 25-29. 30% Student 
discount w/id (Corp. rate $690, 




614-687 5119 24 hr recorder 
Leave address & phone for call-back & 
description sheet  
' 




by Aaron Dork sen 
staff writer 
A University student was in- 
jured early Tuesday morning 
after failing to stop before pulling 
out of Lot 2 between Harshinan 
Quadrangle and East Fraternity 
Row, police said. 
Police reports say Donald 
Branum, senior health and hu- 
man services major, pulled in 
front of a car driven by Brad 
Eckart, 21, 318 Palmer #3, who 
was traveling westbound on East 
Wooster Street around 12:50 a.m. 
A crowd of about 40 curious 
students interrupted their late 
night studying to come outside 
and see what happened. 
Branum was thrown into the 
nassenger seat of his car and his 
head hit the windshield. He was 
transported by ambulance to 
Wood County Hospital where he 
was treated and later released. 
He was cited for failure to 
yield. 
Eckart and a passenger, 
Jamey L. Prowant, 21, 136 Can- 
Ave., were not injured in the 
crash, but Eckart's 1984 Camaro 
was damaged moderately. Bran- 
um's 1984 Chevy Cavalier suf- 
fered heavy damage according to 
police reports. 
University students Jim Rutle- 
dge and Roger DeCarbo said they 
were studying for a test in their 
room in Anderson when they 
heard a loud crash through their 
open window. 
"I looked out my window and 
saw the crash," Rutledge 
said."Roger and I just decided to 
take a study break and go outside 
to see what happened.'' 
Eckart estimated that he 
slowed his vehicle to under 25 
mph by the time of the collision. 
Deforestation discussed 
Speaker urges immediate action to save ecosystems 
by Greg Watson 
staff writer 
BO N.wt/Stephanie Lewis 
Lou Gold, professor turned hermit, speaks to an audience lues- 
day night In the Education Building about the environment. 
The destruction of forest ecosystems caused by 
massive deforestation was the topic of a speech de- 
livered to more than 150 people Tuesday night. 
Lou Gold, who has been traveling the country for 
more than three years to educate people about 
U.S. forests, spoke at the University in a forum 
sponsored by the Environmental Interest Group. 
The consequences of deforestation are not only 
seen by the loss of trees, but the destruction of en- 
tire ecosystems, Gold said. 
"The forest is a large chain of events," Gold 
said. "All organizations are woven in a delicate 
web of life, and when the web is disturbed, every- 
thing can be upset." 
Gold has been working with various organiza- 
tions to save the area and encouraged audience 
members to do the same. 
"The environment is no longer a spectator 
sport," Gold said. "We now need people to write to 
Congress. An area is crying out for loving, care 
and hands to help it." 
When Gold left city life eight years ago to "rough 
it," he went to the Siskiyou Forest Range, which 
covers more than 50,000 square miles on the West 
coast. 
The forest range was once the "greatest forest 
on Earth," Gold said, but the forest area is getting 
smaller because of corporate deforestation. 
Last year, more than 20 billion board feet of tim- 
ber was cut down in the U.S., Gold said, and 50 
percent of the trees chopped, were not used. 
Since 1950, more than 60 percent of the trees nat- 
urally grown have been cut down, Gold said. Much 
of this deforestation is due to technical "advan- 
ces," he added. 
"I wanted to get to the forest to get away from 
the hustle and bustle [of city life]," Gold said. 
"But instead I heard the roar of the chainsaw." 
His journey led him to a climb of Bald Mountain, 
on which he round a 50-year-old dump. 
For 56 days, Gold cleared the area, then made a 
sanctuary of the peak by building a medicine 
wheel made of stone. 
Gold said he sensed a "marriage with the moun- 
tain" and vowed to return to Bald Mountain every 
summer to learn about the area, keep the moun- 
tain clean and educate the people about the area. 
When Gold had few visitors during the first three 
years, he began talking to his "Bald Mountain 
Stick." 
Gold said the stick was unhappy because the 
area was being threatened by corporations and the 
government, and "bears don't write letters and 
owls don't vote." 
The conversation with his stick made Gold want 
to educate people about U.S. forests, so he began 
making speeches about problems the area had 
with logging. 
Gold said he faced financial problems at first, 
but when people from his home town heard of his 
problems, they collected money, which Gold used 
to buy slides for his program. 
"I was given a sense of the tremendous love and 
concern the people have for the area," Gold said of 
the assistance. 
Some companies have replanted trees in the 
area, but Gold said this does not solve the problem. 
When a company cuts down a forest ana replants 
the area. Gold said this causes a "biological 
desert." 
BUDGET 
□ Continued from page 1. 
preciative of the importance 
Voinovich gave education in his 
brutal budget released Monday. 
University Board of Trustee 
Chairperson Richard Newlove 
had little to say about Voinovich's 
proposal. 
"I'm obviously quite disap- 
pointed with the governor's bud- 
get," he said. 
University committees will 
meet to prepare the University's 
1991-1992 budget for July 1. with- 
out being sure what the Universi- 
ARMS  
D Continued from page 1. 
that pledged substantial amounts 
of help has delivered its pledge in 
full. All six countries plan to buy 
U.S. weapons this year and would 
be affected by the ban, according 
to information the administration 
has given Congress. 
In a letter distributed to con- 
gressional leaders, the White 
House Office of Management and 
Budget said the proposed prohibi- 
tion would place unnecessary 
and inappropriate constraints" 
on the sales. 
State Department spokesman 
PREVENTION  
Richard Boucher said, "We have 
been very pleased by the support 
that we've gotten from allies so 
far, and we don't think it's neces- 
sary to legislate on this issue." 
"I don't recall any hesitation 
whatsoever on the part of the 
United States in deploying the 
heart and brains ana muscle of 
our military establishment to the 
Saudi Arabian peninsula," said 
Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va. and 
the author of the weapons-ban 
language. 
ty's income is. 
"It's difficult, but it's definitely 
a manageable problem," said 
Chris Dalton, vice president of 
planning and budgeting. 
To compensate for reduced 
funding the University may leave 
some staffing vacancies unfilled 
and likely will reduce department 
budgets, Dalton said. 
Students can expect a harder 
time finding a job on campus be- 
cause of the cutbacks coupled 
with an April 1 minimum-wage 
increase, he said. 
However, work-study pro- 
grams and financial aid funding 
should remain intact, adminis- 
trative sources said. 
Because some vacancies may 
not be filled larger class sizes are 
possible, Dalton said. And a 
greater student-to-teacher ratio 
may be exacerbated by fewer 
funds to pay part-time instruc- 
tors. 
"Larger class sizes might re- 
duce staffing needs at the mar- 
gin," he said. 
Some non-educational pro- 
grams may be cut, he said. Also, 
an emphasis on greater adminis- 
trative efficiency could save 
money. 
Because of a line-item deletion 
in the Voinovich proposal, the 
College of Education and Allied 
Professions will lose more than 
$500,000 in Teacher Educational 
Redesign grants. 
"It's a dramatic cut as far as 
our college is concerned, said 
Ronald Russell, associate educa- 
tion dean. 
The program, which Russell 
said was enacted in the early 
1970s, provides funds for several 
areas including: 
• student-teacher field experi- 
ence operations, programs in other campus pro- 
• clinical labs, grams, such as music and art ed- 
• program advisement, ucation. 
• teacher certification, Russell said the University has 
• support for other programs more than 3,000 students who 
and personnel salaries. plan   to   teach   kindergarten 
The funds also support teacher through 12th grade. 
G Continued from page 4. 
This is important because if a 
woman is in a sexual situation 
with a man, "she can think back 
and say 'I told myself I'm not go- 
ing to do this'," Standriff said. 
Students should also know their 
limits with alcohol and go out 
with groups of people on a first 
date rather than a one-on-one sit- 
uation, she said. 
Because there have been inci- 
dents where a victim wakes up 
and the assailant is already on 
top of her, Barb Waddell, Univer- 
sity public safety information 
officer, urges students to keep 
apartment and residence hall 
doors locked at all times. 
Female students should not 





^215 E. Poe Road J 
% Call 352-0717   £ 
*********** 
night or invite someone to their 
room who they just met, she said. 
There have been too many 
times a female student has had to 
ask a man's name when she is 
signing him in at the front desk as 
a guest, Waddell said. 
Bowling Green Police Chief Ga- 
len Ash said students should keep 
all doors locked when traveling 
and vehicles should be checked 
when entering them. 
"Sometimes people are so cas- 
ual they don't realize the poten- 
tial [of danger] around them," he 
said. 
PUBLIC AUCTION 
BGSU is holding a public auction of surplus 
equipment and lost & found property on 
Wednesday, March 27, 1991 beginning at 
10:30 a.m. The location of the auction will be 
at the old paint shop storage building, 
located next to the TV station off of Troup 
Street. Among the items to be auctioned are: 
Vehicles, Furniture, Computers & Printers, Tires 
& Rims, Bicycles, Jewelry, Watches, 
Calculators, Walkmans, Radar Detectors & 
Scanners, Cameras, Misc Sporting Goods, 
Misc Tools. Cash or check accepted - N. Keith 
Bradley auctioneer. Other Information may be 
obtained by contacting the inventory 
management department, Bowling Green 
State University, 372-2121 between the hours of 
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Monday thru Friday. 
CHARLESTOWN and 





d stance to campus for 
1991 - 92 school year. and 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, 
gas heat & water! included, air condition- 
ing. 
Contact: Resident Manager 
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Don't sit on the sidelines 
Catch the action packed specials at 
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• Buy 10 rolls of any film in stock and save 10% 
• Savings on twin packs and triple packs of color print film 
5 BLUE RIBBON PHOTO = 
We gladly accept checks and credit cards 
157 N. Main St., B.G. 353-4244 
open Mon.-Fri. 9-8;Sat.-Sun. 12-5 
(across from Uptown) 
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Elsewhere 
Referendum results may 
give Yeltsin an advantage 
by Bryan Brumley 
Associated Press writer 
MOSCOW - President Mikhail 
Gorbachev saw Sunday's na- 
tionwide referendum as a way to 
pressure leaders of the 15 repub- 
lics to bow to central control. But 
the vote may have given his rival 
Boris Yeltsin a powerful new way 
to challenge the Kremlin. 
Preliminary results of Sun- 
day's vote show that 82 percent of 
the 178 million eligible Soviet 
voters cast ballots. Of those, 78 
percent voted in favor of preserv- 
ing the union — as Gorbachev 
wished. 
At the same time, in excess of 
half the 100 million voters in the 
republic of Russia approved a 
separate measure to strengthen 
the post of Russian president and 
allow a direct popular vote 
among competing candidates. 
Yeltsin, president of the Rus- 
sian parliament, is favored to win 
such an election, despite a plan 
by hard-line Communist law- 
makers to dump him at a con- 
gress scheduled on March 28. 
Gorbachev has balked at facing 
a popular election, relying in- 
stead on a vote in the relatively 
tame Soviet parliament, where 
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He would face a strong political 
challenge from a president elect- 
ed by the most populous and 
wealthiest Soviet republic. 
So in the end, the referendum 
that Gorbachev hoped would 
clear the political waters has left 
them as muddy as ever. 
Not only has Yeltsin appeared 
to improve his position, the 15 re- 
Eublics are locked in a "war of 
iws" with the Kremlin over con- 
tradictory   legislation   and   de- 
In Washington, State Depart- 
ment deputy spokesman Richard 
Boucher said Tuesday the re- 
ferendum did not appear to re- 
solve the conflict over the divi- 
sion of authority between the 
national government and the re- 
publics. 
The political chaos likely will 
be heightened by the announce- 
ment Tuesday that long-suffering 
Soviet consumers will be hit on 
April 2 by whopping price in- 
creases — some as high as 1,000 
percent. 
At the same time, the govern- 
ment plans to cut government 
subsidies for food, housing and 
consumer services that have 
been underpriced for decades. 
Soviet and Western economists 
have recommended such reforms 
as a way to make agriculture and 




BGSU's   Best 
Home 
Video 
Is there any of it out there? 
The KEY video yearbook is looking for 
student lite scenes tor potential inclusion m 
the 1991 KEY video yearbook supplement. 
We'd like to take a look at yours 




2 BDRMS. 2 BATHS. WALK-IN CLOSET. 
DISHWASHER. STORAGE AREAS 
Starting At   $420 mo 
R. E. MANAGEMENT 
113 Railroad St. 
352-9302 
weed out unprofitable enter- 
prises. 
Needed or not, the increases 
probably will infuriate Soviet 
consumers, whose standard of 
living only gets worse and worse. 
Yeltsin so far has managed to 
use popular dissatisfaction in his 
power struggle with Gorbachev. 
Gorbachev's top adviser on the 
referendum said the results 
would press the Soviet president 
to, above all, "take concrete 
steps toward economic reform, 
moving toward a market econ- 
omy." 
The results also should "hasten 
work on the Union Treaty" and 
"lead to an end to the war of 
laws," the adviser, Grigory Re- 
venko, told a news conference on 
Tuesday. 
He gave no specifics on how 
Gorbachev would end his dis- 
putes over laws with the leaders 
of the republics. 
Revenko rejected the sugges- 
tion that the referendum was a 
popularity contest between Gor- 
bachev and Yeltsin, but said the 
leaders should work out "a corre- 
lation of powers of the presidents 
of Russia and the Soviet Union." 
Yeltsin is likely to use the re- 
sults of the Russian referendum 
to bolster his demands that Gor- 
bachev agree to a Union Treaty 
that would transfer more eco- 
nomic and political power from 
the Kremlin to the republics. 
Drop in energy 
prices good news 
for shaky economy 
WASHINGTON (AP)— Consumer prices, benefiting from the 
biggest monthly decline in gasoline prices in almost five years, 
edged up Just 0.2 percent in February, the Labor Department 
reported Tuesday. 
The Commerce Department said construction of new homes 
and apartments, which had been in a nose dive, shot up 16.4 per- 
cent last month. 
While the Bush administration hailed both reports as harbing- 
ers of a quick end to the recession. Wall Street was decidedly less 
upbeat. 
Stock prices skidded on worries that the underlying inflation 
rate, absent food and energy, was stuck at a disappointingly high 
level. The Dow Jones industrial average of 30 stocks fell 62.13 to 
close at 2,887.82. 
In addition to the inflation concerns, investors were also dis- 
heartened by an announcement from IBM that its first-quarter 
earnings would be only about half of what analysts had been ex- 
pecting. IBM blamed the weak earnings on the worldwide eco- 
nomic slowdown and disruptions caused by the Persian Gulf 
War. 
The 0.2 percent rise in the Consumer Price Index, the smallest 
in nine months, translated into an annual inflation rate of just 2.7 
percent, far below last year's 6.1 percent increase. 
February's good inflation news came primarily because of a 
fourth consecutive monthly drop in energy prices, which fell by 4 
percent. The energy decline was led by a 7.4 percent plunge in 
gasoline prices, the biggest one-month drop since April 1986. 
After topping $40 per barrel after Iraq's August invasion of 
Kuwait, world oil prices have now fallen below $20 per barrel 
and analysts expect a world oil glut to dampen prices for much 
of the year. 
Food costs were also down in February, falling 0.2 percent as 
fruit prices retreated following a freeze-related rise the month 
before. 
Discounting the volatile food and energy sectors, inflation rose 
a troubling 0.7 percent after a 0.8 percent increase in the so- 
called core inflation rate in January. 
Rebellion drags on in Iraq 
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Kurdish rebels are 
driving the last Iraqi loyalist soldiers from oil-rich 
Kirkuk, and anti-government rioting spread to 
Iraq's largest northern city, rebel officials said 
Tuesday. 
In the south, where Shiite rebels also battled to 
topple the regime of President Saddam Hussein, 
both rebels and government spokesmen claimed 
their side held the Shiite holy cities of Najaf and 
Karbala. 
Using the state-controlled press, the Iraqi 
government urged citizens to remain loyal and 
Eledged to carry out democratic reforms promised 
y Saddam in a weekend speech. 
"Close ranks behind the leadership to overcome 
the dilemma," said an editorial in the government- 
run AJ-Thawra newspaper. 
Saadi Mehdi Salen, speaker of the National As- 
sembly, was quoted in another daily, Al-Iraq, as 
saying "before too long" a new constitution and a 
multiparty political system would be in place. 
From Damascus, Jalal Talabani, a leader of the 
Iraqi Kurdistan Front, sought foreign intervention 
to support the Kurdish revolt, claiming Iraqi 
troops were using napalm and phosphorus bombs 
to crush the rebellion. 
"In a vile and desperate attempt to stamp out 
the growing popular uprising against his tyranny, 
Saddam Hussein persists with the ruthless bom- 
bardment of civilians," he said, describing it as "a 
calamity being inflicted on the Iraqi people." 
Talabani's charges about napalm echoed com- 
ments of several other Kurdish and Shiite rebel 
leaders in recent days, but White House Press Sec- 
retary Marlin Fitzwater said in Washington there 
was no proof napalm was being used by Iraqi 
forces. 
The World Health Organization reported more 
than 30,000 Iraqi refugees have crossed into south- 



















MIAMI (AP) — Jurors on 
Tuesday convicted two co- 
defendants of Manuel Noriega of 
plotting with the deposed Pana- 
manian leader to trade M-16 au- 
tomatic rifles for cocaine. 
Brian Davidow and William 
Saldarriaga were convicted of 
conspiracy to import cocaine and 
distribution with intent to import. 
They became the first Noriega 
co-defendants to be convicted in 
the case. 
The two face up to 40 years in 
Srison each. U.S. District Judge 
'illiam Hoeveler set sentencing 
for May 14. 
Lead prosecutor Mike Sullivan 
refused to comment on the ver- 
dict, but his boss, U.S. Attorney 
Dexter Lehtinen, was upbeat. 
"This verdict shows the public 
a jury will convict with the kind of 
evidence we have in the so-called 
Noriega case," Lehtinen said, re- 
ferring to testimony from in- 
formants within the illegal drug 
trade who were given reduced 
sentences in return for their co- 
operation. 
Davidow's attorney, Richard 
Sharpstein, put his arm around 
his client after hearing the ver- 
dict, which he later blamed on the 
government's zeal to prosecute 
Noriega. 
"The government threw a mo- 
rass of frightening information at 
the jury, Sharpstein said. "It 
was very difficult for the jurors to 
keep their eye on the ball." 
Sharpstein said the death of 
star prosecution witness Ramon 
Navarro during the trial un- 
doubtedly frightened jurors and 
hurt the defense more than the 
prosecution. He said Navarro 
would have completely contra- 
dicted other government witnes- 
ses. 
"They had a load of evidence," 
Steven Kreisberg, attorney for 
Saldarriaga, said. "Noriega had 
an insidious effect in that they 
subpoenaed documents and made 
deals with people they never 
would have talked to otherwise." 
Noriega will be tried in June on 
the same counts, as well as on 
broader racketeering charges. 
Several other co-defendants have 
reached plea agreements. 
The case against Davidow, 29, a 
Miami real estate salesman, and 
Saldarriaga, 46, a Colombian im- 
Krter, revolved around the ill- 
«d voyage of the luxury yacht 
Krill in March 1986. 
Colombian police seized the 
Krill as it prepared to leave an 
offshore island with 700 pounds of 
cocaine stashed in hidden com- 
partments. Two of the men who 
allegedly helped organize the 
deal were murdered in Medellin, 
Colombia, days before the yacht 
was raided. 
The government's star witness, 
Amet Paredes, testified the cons- 
pirators had plotted the Krill's 
voyage with Noriega in a series of 
meetings in Panama City. Nor- 
iega addressed the group by 
speaker phone, Paredes said. 
The deal involved trading 1,000 
automatic rifles for the cocaine, 
possibly to the M-19 Colombian 
guerrilla group through the 
Medellin drug cartel, according 
to the government. 
UniGrcphics 
211 West Hall 
372-7418 
OB|ECTIVE: To provide quality, professional 
resume service to the University 
community at a reasonable price, 
plus a $2.00 discount.' 
PROFESSIONAL 
QUALIFICATIONS:   Ability to take typewritten copy or 
diskettes and produce the sharpest-type 
resumes available in Bowling Green. 
Currently support MSWord, MacWrite, 
MultiMate, Word Perfect. Some disk 
conversion possible. 
REFERENCES: Your well-above-average roommate 
who has already had one done here. 
1 Bring in this ad for a $2.00 discount. 
Offer expires August 10, 1991. 
Greenbriar Inc. 
Summer & Fall Rentals 
* Good Assortment of 
rentals still available * 
Stop in and check out 
our special deals for 
Summer & Fall 1991 
352-0717 
224 E. Wooster 
>. ' 
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BG faces Notre Dame in 
Softball's home opener 
by Brian Dugger 
sports writer 
Revenge. 
A common incentive in sports. 
An incentive the Softball team 
will carry into its doubleheader 
with Notre Dame this afternoon. 
The Falcons open up the home 
portion of their schedule when 
they meet the Fighting Irish 
starting at 3 p.m. The two teams 
last met on Friday when Notre 
Dame handed BG a 4-2 defeat in 
the Sycamore Invitational. 
"We're really looking forward 
to playing them," BG head coach 
Jacquie Joseph said. "We just 
lost to them, so that's a great in- 
centive. We always like to get 
revenge." 
The Falcons 
come into the 
series with a 3-7 
mark, but their 
four losses in 
last weekend's 
tourney all 
came by two 
runs or less. 
"We made a 
lot of mental 
mistakes by not 
knowing what to do in pressure 
situations," first baseman Julie 
Hudson said. "We need to focus 
on the pressure situations." 
Joseph 
Falcons split tight 
contests to begin 
lacrosse campaign 
by Kevin Cummings 
sports writer 
Opportunity doesn't knock 
often, but when it does it's wise to 
take advantage of it. 
That's exactly what John Car- 
roll University did as the Blue 
Streaks defeated the lacrosse 
team in the Falcons' season 
opener. 
BG began its spring season in 
slow motion as JCU ripped off 
four straight goals in the games' 
first five minutes, and then shut 
down the Falcons for the remain- 
der of the first quarter. 
BG got on the board early in the 
second period, as Brian Walkerly 
and Ben Robertson found the 
back of the Blue Streaks' net, to 
cut the deficit to 4-2. JCU then got 
back on track as it answered 
BG's two goals with two of its own 
to take a 6-2 lead into halftime. 
"Once we had possession of the 
ball we worked it around well," 
BG midfielder Rob Schooner 
said. "The problem was that they 
were beating us to all the ground 
balls." 
Falcon attackman Curtis 
Kneedler was on fire in the third 
quarter as he completed the nat- 
ural hat trick to cut the BG deficit 
to one goal (6-5). 
It was at this point that the 
knock came on the Blue Streaks' 
door. 
A random stick check conduct- 
ed by the referee found Kneedler 
to have an illegal stick, and a 
three-minute penalty ensued on 
the controversial call. JCU 
scored its seventh goal during the 
power play and held on to win 7-5. 
"Back-up goalie Joe McMahon 
played an excellent game, espe- 
cially in the second halt," 
Schooner said. 
The Falcons played a much 
more spirited game against 
Toledo Glass City, as they won 
the tightly contested match 6-5. 
"Our intensity level was much 
better today," Kneedler said. 
"Winning the ground balls and 
good passing were the key." 
Kneedler started BG off and 
running as he scored his fourth 
not the weekend during the 
period. Glass City tied the 
fame at 1 before Kneedler put the 
alcons  up by a single point 
again. 
During the second period, Jon 
Caracculo made a picture- 
perfect pass to Grant Randall 
who beat the Toledo goaltender to 
Eut the Falcons up 3-1. Marcial 
igal then put BG s fourth point 
on the board before Glass City 
scored to end the half at 4-2. 
The Falcons came 
high again in the second hall 
out flying 
i lf 
Caraccillo   and  Kneedler   both 
as 
scored quick goals to put BG up 
6-2. Kneedler's goal was his sixth 
of the weekend. 
With the four-goal lead BG in- 
serted their younger players to 
give them game experience. 
They found it the hard way as 
Toledo tallied three unanswered 
goals before the clock expired 
and the Falcons had their first 
victory 6-5. 
"Inspired play by our defense- 
men and good goaltending kept 
Glass City from coming back," 
defensive captain Paul Whybrew 
said. 
The Falcons' next game is 
April 7 at 1 p.m. against Heid- 
leberg behind the Business Ad- 
ministration Building. A game 
versus Akron is scheduled for the 
same day, after the Heidleberg 
game. 
Joseph believes the non- 
conference doubleheader can be 
used for the upcoming Mid- 
American Conference season. 
"We're preparing for confer- 
ence play. The goalis to set bet- 
ter everyday," Joseph said. 
The games against the Irish are 
the final games the Falcons play 
before embarking on their spring 
trip to Florida March 22-31. 
D D D 
The Falcon baseball team 
(1-4-1) will play the University of 
Michigan at Ann Arbor today at 3 
p.m. The game was moved from 
Tuesday because of wet field 




by Ben Walker 
AP baseball writer 
A day after the Kansas City 
Royals suddenly released Bo 
Jackson because of a bad hip, 
teams scrambled to see if he's 
worth the gamble. 
The New York Yankees got the 
first shot Tuesday when he went 
on the waiver wire at 2 p.m. EST 
"We're looking into it, trying to 
get the facts on it," Yankees ex- 
ecutive vice president Leonard 
Kleinman said Tuesday. "When 
we get them, we'll look into it." 
Jackson can turn down any 
team that claims him and instead 
become a free agent. 
Jackson said the Los Angeles 
Dodgers and Yankees would be 
among the teams he'd like to play 
for. 
"Bo is extremely talented," 
Dodgers general manager Fred 
Claire said. "We would have in- 
terest, like we would in any 
player that was available." 
The Dodgers spent millions in 
the off-season for free-agent out- 
fielders Darryl Strawberry and 
Brett Butler. They also have Kal 
Daniels in the outfield, but the 
prospect of adding the two-sport 
star would be a natural for the 
team. 
Jackson's agent, Richard 
Woods, said some teams called 
Tuesday to ask about Jackson, 
whose  hip  injury  in  an  NFL 
Elayoff game threw his future 
ito doubt. Woods did not identify 
which teams called, but said the 
□ See Bo, page 8. 
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IS COMING TO 
BOWLING GREEN 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
Nearly 5QQ  UFlitS   with SUPER locations 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
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Steele explains decision 
in Tyson-Ruddock fight 
byEdScbuyWrJi 
AP boxing w/nter 
I-AS VEGAS - Richard Steele decided Dono- 
van "Razor" Ruddock could not continue 
against Mike Tyson in the seventh round Mon- 
day night, although Ruddock was on his feet and 
was not being hit when the fight was stopped. 
Steele's decision touched off an outcry by 
spectators, outrage by members of Ruddock's 
camp and a brawl in the ring at the end of the 
fight. Steele ended up on the ring floor being 
kicked and had to be escorted from the outdoor 
arena at The Mirage by six security guards. 
His controversial action took place one year 
and a day after his highly criticized decision 
that Meldrick Taylor could not continue against 
Julio Cesar Chavez with two seconds left in a 
fight. Taylor was leading according to all three 
official scorecards. 
"I don't care how many rounds a fight hap- 
pens to be (Tyson-Ruddock was scheduled for 
12). my job is to help a fighter in trouble," Steele 
said at a news conference. 
Tyson landed a series of punches to the bead 
and Ruddock reeled backward to the rope* with 
38 seconds left in the seventh round. Steele 
turned his back on Ruddock and, facing Tyson, 
stopped the fight just before Ruddock reached 
the ropes. 
"When did you ever see a referee turn his 
back on a fighter when he was hurt?" Ruddock 
asked Tuesday. 
Steele maintained the ropes kept Ruddock 
from going down. Ruddock was down in the sec- 
ond and third rounds, although the second-round 
knockdown was a case of Ruddock being off- 
balance, but he had rallied to wobble Tyson in 
the sixth. 
"I definitely did not want him to get hit corn- 
ingotftheropes." Steele said 
when Steele signaled the fight was over. Rud- 
dock stared in disbelief and said.   What?" 
"He recovered so fast.'' Steele said. "If I 
hadn't stepped in, he wouldn't have recovered 
so fast" 
Steele's gambling job helped fuel the con- 
troversy. He is a pit boss at the Golden Nugget, 
which is owned by Steve Wynn, who also owns 
The Mirage. Wynn has a multi-fight deal with 
Don King, who promotes all of Tyson's fights. 
It also seemed curious that Steele, a sought- 
after referee who has worked more than 90 
matches, was named to do Monday night's fight. 
He had worked a fight in Japan last week and 
has just made the tiring flight home Friday, 
then he refereed the Michael Carba jal-Ja vier 
Varquez light flyweight title fight in Las Vegas 
Sunday night. 
In the days before the fight, the Ruddock 
camp protested Steele's selection by the Nevada 
State Athletic Commission based on what it said 
was his close relationship with King. 
Murad Muhammad, Ruddock's promoter, 
said the state commission said Steele was the 
only referee on their staff big enough to handle a 
heavyweight fight 
The much smaller Mills Lane refereed the 
Larry Holmes Carl W illiams heavyweight title 
fight in 1985 and the much smaller Carlos Padi- 
11a worked the Thrffla in Manilla between Mu- 
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BRING HOME THE ACTION! CALL YOUR CABLE COMPANY NOWI 
"Your Connection to the World" 
Order before March 23,1991 and pay only $29.95 for 3Va 
hours of non-stop, no Holds Barred Action. Call Sat. 9-12, 
Sun 2-7, still a great value at $34.95. Only on Cable TV. 
Call 352-8424 NOW! 
118 N Main St. Bowling Green 
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Head coaches discuss matchup 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Lou Car- 
nesecca, coach at St. John's for 23 
seasons, has some friendly words 
of warning for Ohio State coach 
Randy Avers, at 34 the youngest 
coach left in the NCAA tourna- 
ment. 
Camesecca had this obser- 
vation about Ayers' success in 
only his second season as a head 
coach: 
"Randy Ayers has done a heck 
of a job for a young coach in just 
two years to take them up there 
like that. It's just marvelous," 
Camesecca said. "The only thing 
now is that people are going to 
expect this from them every 
year. To sustain something like 
that is very difficult. 
"Only one team is going to be 
happy at the end of the year." 
top-seeded Ohio State (27-3) 
and fourth-seeded St. John's 
(22-8) will meet Friday night in a 
regional semifinal at the Silver- 
dome in Pontiac, Mich. 
Camesecca, 66, picked up his 
500th career victory at St. John's 
earlier this season and has a 
506-178 record. He has been to the 
NCAA tournament 17 times and 
to the National Invitation Tour- 
nament six times. 
His 1985 team reached the Final 
Four, and the Redmen won the 
NIT in 1989. 
"I respect coach Camesecca a 
great deal," Avers said. "They 
were coming off the court and we 
were coming on, and I noticed 
that he's carrying some of the 
equipment off the floor. He's a 
great guy." 
For   Camesecca,   Friday's 
meeting between the two teams 
has conjured other memories — 
those of a gloomy Manhattan 
night in December 1960. 
Ohio State, under the guidance 
of Fred Taylor and riding the 
wave of the 1960 NCAA cham- 
pionship, beat a previously un- 
beaten St. John's 70-65 in a holi- 
day tournament. 
"They come out, and we get 
beat, and that was one of the most 
devastating defeats," Camese- 
cca said. 
BO- 
II! Continued from page 7. 
Yankees were not among them. 
"I expect he will be claimed by 
someone, but I wouldn't be sur- 
prised if he isn't," Woods said "A 
team will have to make a $2,375 
million gamble that they're right. 
But we think it's worth it." 
"Whoever decides to pick me 
up, if I am picked up, I will play 
for," Jackson said. "If not, I'll try 
out for somebody and I'll make 
the team." 
Jackson, 28, hit a career high 
.272 and led the Royals with 28 
home runs last season, despite 
missing five weeks with a shoul- 
der injury. Jackson hit 109 
homers and stole 81 bases in four 
full years, and was MVP of the 
1989 All-Star game. 
Any team that gets him off 
waivers will be responsible for 
his $2,375,000 contract in 1991. 
If Jackson is unclaimed by 2 
p.m. Friday, he becomes a free 
agent and can make any deal he 
wants. The Rovals would owe him 
one-sixth of his salary, nearly 
$400,000. 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
• WICI ■ WICI" WICI * 
Womtfl In Communication■, Inc. will moot al 
7 pm Wod. March 20 In 210 Hayoo Don't 
mlM tho lait mooting boforo Spring Brook 
and bo aura to atlond It you ara Intaroetod In 
an off tcor'a peoWon lor noil yoar. 
' WICI • WICI • WICI • 
Artontton   Woman   In   Communications, Inc. 
Tno otodkMi procoaa for gi-t2 oMeora hoa 
bogun. but it'• not too lato to run. if you hovo 
quoatlona about an oftlco or want to run for 




April 13. 10 4 
Union Foyor 
By atgrMng your nama to ono of our lonora. you 
can aavo •omoono's Mo Think about H 
CELEBRATE AMERICAN VICTORIES 
IN THE PERSIAN QULF 
Show your prida and aupport our 
troop* overseai. Thura., Mar. 21, 
• 11 30 pm In tho Union Oval. 
Mayor Edwin Millar will aorvo at 
Koynoto Spoakar for tha rally. 
Sponaorad by Collaga Republicant 
MCAT ■ MCAT 
Thoro w* bo an MCAT Rovtow Sosaion on 
Wod   Mo/ch 20. from 7-9 pm m 227 LSC 
Evoryono at welcome 
Pw CIWUPA 
Happy Hourt al Old Mytee 
7 30-9 30. Mo/ch 20th 
Join ua lor pizza and fun' 
RUN FOR THE HOMELESS 
2 mee run around campua (beginning at Prout) 
SATURDAY APRIL 6 10 30 AM   Reg-ate* to- 
day at Maltv Science Buec*ng 
LOST It FOUND 
Lost or stolen puma Irom Alpha XI Delta Sigma 
Kappa Reggae Date Parry on March 9th Black 
w/ wovan pattern It found plaaaa Col Lies at 
372-5407   ILarge   reward   •   no   queeNone 
eekedl  
LOST Dark purple suede coal Irom ore Friday 
night 3/15 Vary diewiguiahable Great senti- 
mental value Necessary lor BG weether 
Plaaaa return, no questions asked Laura 
372-5310  
SERVICES OFFERED 
CASH FOR COLLEGE 
We offer s computer 
scholarship t financial aid 
matching service Send $7 lor 
complete dele*! and application 
Phase III Dept Tl. PO Box 4467. 
Columbia. South Carolina 29240 
DONT LOSE YOUR RENTAL DEPOSITi 
HAVE DAMAGES REPAIRED1 
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE CALL SEAN 
352-7743. LEAVE MESSAGE 
PREGNANT? 
We can help Free pregnancy teats and suppor- 
tive   services    Confidential    BG   Pregnancy 
Center Ca«354-HOPE 
PERSONALS 
' DISNEY IS COMING1 ' 
* DISNEY IS COMING! ' 
WED MARCH 20TH 
7:00 PM 
121 WEST HALL 
CALL CO-OP: 372-2411 FOR DETAILS 
' DISNE Y IS COMINOI • 
•DISNEY IS COMINOI* 
• SPRING BREAK FRISBE E S ALE * 
March 20-22 
12-4 Every day in the BA Budding 
Only $2.00 
Sponsored by me 
Hospitality Management Society 
ATTENTION PUBLIC RELATIONS MAJORS 
The Bowling Green Public Relations Organua- 
Iion Invites you lo 
WHAT? Hear speaker Mark Tooman Irom 
Funk* 
LeutkePRFIrm 
WHEN? Tonight at 8 pm 
WHERE? Room 203 West Hal 
WHY? Portfolio Workshop 
Anyone who is interested is welcome!1 
CN Omega loves our 
Diamond Pledges' 
You're Awesome' 
Congralularlona to the Slaters ol Delta Zeta and 
the Brothers ol Delta Tau DeRa on winning the 
17th Annual Phi Kappa Tau Basketball Mar- 
athon. Way to go'l 
FUN IN THE SUN 
Get Into On 
Skmcare 
What sun screen is BEST for you1 
At University Union Foyer 
11 am- 2 pm 
March 16th   March 21 
Stop al the table and pick up the laatsst mlo' 
Fun In the fun -Spring Break 
Don't come back with more than a tan' 
Prevention Center 372-2130 
GOVERNMENT HOMES Irom $ 1 
IU repair) Delinquent tax property 
Repoesiaalona Your area 11) B06 962-8000 
Ext GH 9849 lor current repo >st 
Heel ft Sole Shoe Repax 
now located at 
1 50 S Main, next to Ben Frenkan 
HEY CHI-O'S' REMEMBER 
E.I.C E.I.C EIC E I C 
EIC EIC EIC EIC! 
How do you help a friend who has been sexual- 
ly assaulted? How do you cope? Who can you 
tak lo? March 20 s Co Victim Support Group 
Starts Cal The Unk for info 
352-1545 
ITS NOT TOO LATE 
Don't miss out on the opportunity for 
a great Me-hme experience with the 
Summer Study Program in France 
Getting exposed to other peoples 
and cultures while attending classes. 
earning credit, and traveling, wil 
increase your self confidence 
understanding, and open-mindednees. 
making you more attractive to 
future employees 
For more titormatfon. contact 
Dr Charles Chittle. 
312BAIMI 372-81981 
KAPPA KAPPA SK3 KAPPA KAPPA SKS 
Congratulations to Jenna Koerner on her recent 
tavakering lo Jim Pollock' It was beautiful' Get 
psyched-onty two more days until we're on 
sandy beaches'" Love, your Kappa Sister- 
AaTan 
Karen. 
Had a stupendous time this past Friday wtth you 
and the superficial sophs But would you SOU 
bke me il l wasn't blonde? 
Scoll 
LOOKING FOR FREE HELP TO STOP SMOK- 
ING? Jom a campus Freeh Start program be- 
ginning Monday. April 8, at 7 PM Cal the Stu- 
dent WeUness center al 372-0303 for more in- 
formation and to register for 4 free 1 hr ses- 
sions 
Memories are only lond rl you have them 
Don't come beck with more than a tan! 
Prevention Center 3 7 2 - 2130 
MUD VOLLEYBALL 
APRIL 20-21,1M1 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT 405 
STUDENT SERVICES ft THE MILETI 
ALUMNI CENTER 
REGISTRATION DEADUNEFRIDAY 
FIRST 32 TEAMS ONLY 
Omega Phi Alpha 
I love my Big. Amy Kaiser 
Thanks for a great week! 
Love, L.i Dar 
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA 
Join an organization that is undergoing some 
sxcthhg changes! If you are a Junior or senior 
leader who ekee to get involved, pick up an ap- 
plcatton in 405 Student Services or in the UAO 
Office m the Union Deadline is April 11 at 
500 
Phi Kappa Tau Alpha Phi Phi Kappa Tau 
To the Alpha Phi baaketbel marathon team- 
Congratulations on taking second place and 
winning the spirit award and marathon queen 
Next year we're going al the way!! 
Love your good looking Phi Tau Coaches 
Mike and Kevin 
Entropy by Chuck Bost 
WEVrf 60TTA 
Fatman- -by John Boissy 
!«J6te»i 
OV-CK Tto THai nbAibarv 
ftOH-Olf-l*   V!e\   HIS     «Tt-jf-tlC 
(Jfrlph .   •forgol iHo*-* 
hard tn<s   *-»•* 
ThrXT Mi 
1X5 Mey»o v-ii 
"«•*   fna A*A/ one 
^riririq  a   ttUp-'d 
5:15 by J.A. Holmgren 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA 
The Brothers ol Phi Sigma Kappa would Ike lo 
thank our  social chairRob Wlnkowakl lor a 
greet Semi-Formal and the action packed Paint 
Wars" 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA 
PHI SHIS 
The Brothers ol Phi Sigma Kappa would like to 
congratulate Bob Rlno and Kylle Smtthlsler 
on their lavakering this past week! 
PHum  
PHI SKIS 
Congratulations to Matt Royka and Dave Ruble 
on their induction into the Order ol Omega! 
PHI SKIS 
Student Rec Center Spring Break Sale' 
15%   off  al  Pro  Shop  merchandise    March 
12-22   Bikinis,  soccer shorts,  lank tops a 
morel  
The Picture Piece 
has 
a plethora of l*n 
because 
Spring Break and. 
FREE DOUBLES 
are coming" 
We have money to help you pay your coeege 
bias   Guaranteed   919-876-7891 SCI, 7401 
Louisburg. Raleigh. N C   27804. 
We nave money !o nelp pay your college bills 
GUARANTEED! 919-876-7891, SCI. 7401 
LouMburg. Raleigh N C 27604. 
Win $100, Design Logo lor Homecoming 
1991! Musi use the theme Bleat From The 
Peat • Homecoming 1991" Due by April 3 in 
the UAO Office at 4 pm. For more information 
cal 2-2343 
Women's Issues, Relationships, Drugs 
What's It al about? 
Flndoutin 
MISCELLANY MAGAZINE 
ComingAprl8  .. 
WANTED 
20 OVERWEIGHT MEN A WOMEN NEEDED 
Must be 25 lbs or more overweight 
FORMU-3 weight loss centers We are looking 
for overweight men a women lo participate m 
our weight loss program lor advertising pur- 
osas Those who participate m this special pro- 
gram wrl receive a signilicant diecount oh* the 
regular program price Cal today - 354 4500 
Female Sublessor needed lor summer in beauti- 
ful ak cond. Fox Run Apt Rent negotiable Cal 
Connie anytime 353-9399  
HELP ME!! 
NEED TO SUBLET MY PLACE MAY TO AUG. 1 
80RMMAIN ST APT PERFECT FOR ONE OR 
TWO PEOPLE   VERY. VERY CHEAP! CALL 
TODAY AND LET'S MAKE A DEAL" 352-4009 
Help! 2 female roommates needed tor 01-92 
school year, cal 372-1687  
Looking for responsible person lo share 2 
bdrm. apt until August Ax private room apa- 
cieous, quiet neighborhood SI 82 50.mo Cal 
352-4443. leave message 
Need money for Spring Break? Sel me your 
mountain bike' 353-3463  
Roommates needed for summer Good toca- 
tlon. own bedroom parking. fuly furnished Cal 
372 5729 and leave message  
Wanted 1 roommete lor 91/92 school year. 
$ 140 a month t electricity Cal Tara or Metsss 
2-3531 
HELP WANTED 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries 
Earn 36,000 plus/month Free transporta- 
tion! Room and Board! Over 8,000 openings 
No experience necessary. Male or Female. 
For SB-page employment manual, sand M.0S 
to MaL Reaaarch, Box (4006, Seattle. WA 
Ml 24. ■ Satisfaction guaranteed.  
ATTENTION 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
We ara a National Company with several Sum- 
mer and permanent Jobs avaaabls in al major 
Ohio clttee We otter complete company train- 
ing, excellent commissions and exdbng trips 
abroad We are looking for self-achievers who 
are personable and hava a good speaking 
voice To set up a persona! Interview In your 
arse plaaaa send your name, address and 
phone riumber to (SUMMER JOBS. 3414 W. 
Tuscarawas SI, Canton. Ohio. 44708) One of 
our personnel executives wil contact you 
BE ON T.V many needed lor commercials 
Now hiring al ages For casting Info Cal (61S) 
779-7111 Ext T-683  
Dishwasher part time Nights 6 weekends Ap- 
ply at Days Inn Ask (or Jim or Ed 
a»CO STUDENTS 
Gel greet communications experience this 
summer wrth one of America's oldest com- 
panies Average proltt $416/week. Please 
drop your name, major, ft phone no lo OCMB 
2582  
Painters 
College Pro Painters looking lor workers lor 
Summer opportunities in Cleveland ft Colum- 
bus.   No   exp    35-S8.hr    Contact    Uaa  at 
'800-327-2468  
Part-time evening office cleaning Call 
352-5822 
Spring Break SSS 
S7.2S etartlng 
Train now, FT on break. PT dunng school. Ex- 
pansion has crested several openings in mar- 
keting' sales department 
AASP Scholarships ft Co-ops available   Cal 
now 382-1060  
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Waiters. Wait- 
resses, Bussers, Lifeguards Tanglewood 
Country Club 8745 Tanglewood Tral. Chagrin 
Falls. OH 44022 (Bambridge Twp ) Apply in 
person send lor application, or cal (216) 
543-7010.  
Summer work available Immediately Painting, 
landscaping, and misc work Full and part-time 
Knickerbocker Services Call 352-5822 
TEACHERS Early childhood speciatats dis- 
cover a new career as an American nanny Top 
positions locally A nationally, kve-ln or live-out. 
travel   opportunities    Nannies   of  Cleveland. 
?lfi 521   4650  
UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM 
June 23- Aug 3   1991 
(six weeks) 
A pre-colege residential program 
lor 
high school students 
Employment available as: 
Tutor/Counselors: Residential position 
Minimum sophomore classification. 
Instructors: High school Math. English 
Social Studies Science. Non-residential 
Bachelor's degree required 
Applications A position descriptions 
available at 301 Hayes Hal 




EARN UP TOJIO/Hfl. 
Market credit cards on campua Flexible hours. 
Only    10    positions    avsilsble     Call    Now 




$500 or best offer 
372-1256 ask lor Jim 
1964 AMC Rambler Classic Typhoon. 2-door. 
6-cyxnder 62,000 original miles Clean and 
dependable Must sel S8O0 or best oiler. Cal 
MarCee at 334 3052 before 4 30 PM 
660    Honda    Nighthewk 
823-3431 
SI 000     Call 
Awesome Car Stereo - Kenwood pun out CD 
player. AMP. equaber Vary good qualtiy Paid 
$1000. must sel $500. or best ofler Cal 
352 5936 
For Sale Juno - 106 synthesizer • $100. 
Peavey 35 watt ampl for $25 352 5803 
Fue-aiie bed. complete $1125 Dreeeer 
w/mirror $30. Faberware open hearth rotta- 
serte ft broiler w/motor $50. Cal Tim after 6 
pm 823-7761 
Two IBM PC computers 
* * LOW PRICE* * 
 Cal Ken Cual 352-1520  
FOR RENT 
2 BDRM APTS-FURN ft UNFURN 
NeerHarhsman Free heat ft cable TV 
9-12 or Summer lea. Rate-lnlo sheets 
aval Ironl desk Best Western Falcon 
Plaza Motel (across from Harshman) 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
Wod. March 20 
Five Blind 
Blues Band 




$2.00 cover after 9:30 
21 and Over 
$1 00 cover after 9:30 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m. 
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. 
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day* 
2 bedroom lurnished apt 




328S Mam* 352 5620 
620 EAST REED 
ONLY ONE LEFTI 
2 BR turn apt. 
tree water ft sewer 
across from campus 
NEWLOVE RENTALS 
328 S. Msln, 352-5620 
704 5th St 
2 bedroom, completely turn. 
Microwave. A.C ft laundry teal 
2. 3, 4 person rates 
352-3445 
Hours 9-9, local owner 
101/103 FIFTH 
2 BR furn A unfum apts 
free heat, water ft sewer 




326 S. Main, 352-6120 
624 Sixth 
2 BR turn ft unfum apts 





326 S. Main, 352-5620 
643 Sixth 
2 BR apts 
2 tun baths ft dtthwasher 
9 1/2 ft 12 mo leases 
private parking 
NEWLOVE RENTALS 
328 S. Main, 352-6620 
A few good tennants needed 
Ml. Vemon Apartments. 802 6th St. 
2 Bed. Furnished. Oahwaahera. Paid Utilities 
Can Gary at 353 7934  
Carty Rentals • 2 bdrm. apts ft Just now availa- 
ble house tor 2.3,4 or 5 students For Fall or 
Summer. Also rooms avail tor melee. Very near 




We have 1 and 2 brjrrna. 
Stop In today 
RE Management 
nSRaikoadSt 
Furnished 2 bedrdom house Furnished utlliliea 
except electric Open for summer and fal se- 
msslers 319E Evera Cal669-3036 
Large efficiency on Main Street for Summer 
Sublaase $235/month: utmee Included Cal 
352-6984 
Need an apt. for summer or fal? 
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS! 
Furnished or unfurnished apts 
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
354 2260 or stop at 31 9 E   Wooster 
(across from Taco Bel) 
10 pick up our listing ft 
apeak with our friendly staff. 
Needed. Summer Subteaserfe) 
Large Apt   at 834 Scott Hamilton ft. Two 
Bdrm. partfaty turn, much more and cloee to 
campus Cal 354-6677 
One ft Two BR turn, apts 9 ft 12 mo. and sum- 
mer laaaea aval S ft V Rentals 600 Lehman 
(next to bus ststionl 352-7454.  
Quiet. 1 story apts 1 ft 2 bedroom avaaabls. 




Now renting tor summer '91 
one rate for the entire summer 
CALL TODAY! 
Ready lo settle down In quieter surroundings? 
710 Seventh St 2 bedroom unfum. heat ft AC 
paid 352-3445  
Two bedroom apartment lor Summer i 
Air conditioning, free cable, laundry and park- 
ing Cal 353-9689^  
[cLA-ZEL THEATRE] 






NIGHTLV AT: 7:00 onky! 
TIHE NEVER ENDING 
STORY H       [PC 
I.MIM MWT Enir iwanui 
